Representations of coherent state Lie algebras on coherent state manifolds as first order differential operators are presented. The explicit expressions of the differential action of the generators of semisimple Lie groups determine for linear Hamiltonians in the generators of the groups first order differential equations of motion with holomorphic polynomials coefficients. For hermitian symmetric manifolds the equations of motion are matrix Riccati equations. It is presented the simplest example of the non-symmetric space SU (3)/S(U (1) × U (1) × U (1)) where the polynomials describing the equations of motion have the maximum degree 3.
Introduction
In references [3, 4] it was shown that the differential action of the generators of the groups on coherent state manifolds which have the structure of hermitian symmetric spaces can be written down as a sum of two terms, one a polynomial P , and the second one a sum of partial derivatives times some polynomials Q-s, the degree of polynomials being less than 3. Our investigations on the differential action of the generators has been extended from hermitian groups acting on hermitian symmetric spaces to semisimple Lie groups acting on coherent state manifolds which admit a Kähler structure, and explicit formulas for the polynomials P and Q-s have been given [6] . Similar investigation has been done in [13] . Explicit formulas for the simplest example of a compact non-symmetric coherent state manifold, SU(3)/S(U(1) × U(1) × U(1)), where the degree of the polynomial is already 3, have been also obtained [6] . We have formulated the problem of the differential action of the generators of the so called coherent state (shortly, CS) groups [21, 22, 23, 28] in [8] . These are groups whose quotient with the stationary groups are manifolds which admit a holomorphic embedding in a projective Hilbert space. This class of groups contains all compact groups, all simple hermitian groups, certain solvable groups and also mixed groups as the semidirect product of the Heisenberg group and the symplectic group [28] .
The coherent states are a useful tool of investigation of quantum and classical systems [32] . It was shown in [3, 4] that a linear Hamiltonian in the generators of the groups implies equivalent quantum and classical evolution. It was proved that for Hermitian symmetric spaces the evolution equation generated by Hamiltonians which are linear in the generators of the group is a matrix Riccati equation. It is interesting to see how it looks like the corresponding equation of motion generated by linear Hamiltonians for CS-manifolds. This question is the main topic of the present investigation.
Another field of possible applications is the determination of the Berry phase [35] on CS-manifolds. In [3, 4] there were presented explicit expressions for the Berry phase for the complex Grassmann manifold. These results were used further [7] for explicit calculation of the symplectic area of geodesic triangles on the complex Grassmann manifold.
The paper is laid out as follows. In the first part we recall some facts about realization of coherent state Lie algebras by differential operators (cf. [8] ). §2 contains the definition of CS-orbits, in the context of Lisiecki [21, 22, 23] and Neeb [28] . The geometry of coherent state manifolds for compact groups was previously considered in [2] . §3 deals with the so called Perelomov's CS-vectors. In §4 we construct the space of functions on which the differential operators will act. In §5 we study the representations of Lie algebras of CS-groups by differential operators. §6 deals with the semisimple case.
§6.1 recalls some standard facts about the semisimple Lie algebras. Perelomov's coherent state vectors for semisimple Lie groups are defined in §6.2. §6.3 recalls the results established in [6] . The example of SU(3)/S(U(1) × U(1) × U(1)) is presented in §6. 4 .
In the second part the equations of motion associated to linear Hamiltonians in the generators of the groups are investigated. Some known facts established in references [3, 4] are recalled in §7. The next sections present firstly the example of equations of motion generated by linear Hamiltonians in the generators of the oscillator group ( §8.1) and on the Riemann sphere and its non-compact dual ( §8.2). The case of the complex Grassmann manifold is summarized in §8.3. The last example in §8.4 presents the equations of motions generated by the differential operators of §6.4. We use for the scalar product the convention: (λx, y) =λ(x, y), x, y ∈ H, λ ∈ C.
Coherent state representations
Let us consider the triplet (G, T, H), where T is a continuous, unitary representation of the Lie group G on the separable complex Hilbert space H. Let us denote by H ∞ the dense subspace of H consisting of those vectors v for which the orbit map G → H, g → T (g).v is smooth. Let us pick up e 0 ∈ H ∞ and let the notation e g,0 := T (g).e 0 , g ∈ G. We have an action G × H ∞ → H ∞ , g.e 0 := e g,0 . When there is no possibility of confusion, we write just e g for e g,0 . Let us denote by [ ] : H * := H \ {0} → P(H) = H * / ∼ the projection with respect to the equivalence relation
. Let us now denote by H the isotropy group H := G [e 0 ] := {g ∈ G|g.e 0 ∈ Ce 0 }. We shall consider generalized coherent states on complex homogeneous manifolds M ∼ = G/H, imposing the restriction that M be a complex submanifold of P(H ∞ ). The G-invariant complex structures on the homogeneous space M = G/H can be introduced in an algebraic manner. For X ∈ g, where g is the Lie algebra of the Lie group G, let us define the unbounded operator dT (X) on H by dT (X).v := d/dt| t=0 T (exp tX).v whenever the limit on the right hand side exists. We obtain a representation of the Lie algebra g on H ∞ , the derived representation, and we denote X.v := dT (X).v for X ∈ g, v ∈ H ∞ . Extending dT by complex linearity, we get a representation of the complex Lie algebra g C on the complex vector space H ∞ . Lemma XV.2.3 p. 651 in [28] and Prop. 4.1 in [23] determine when a smooth vector generates a complex orbit in P(H ∞ ). We denote by B :=< exp G C b > the Lie group corresponding to the Lie algebra b, with b := b(e 0 ), where
The group B is closed in the complexification G C of G, cf. Lemma XII.1.2. p. 495 in [28] . The complex structure on M is induced by an embedding in a complex manifold,
We consider such manifolds which admit a holomorphic embedding
is a holomorphic embedding, and the complex structure comes as in Theorem XV.1.1 and Proposition XV.1.2 p. 646 in [28] .
Coherent state vectors
Now we construct what we call Perelomov's generalized coherent state vectors, or simply CS-vectors, based on the CS-homogeneous manifolds M ∼ = G/H.
We denote also by T the holomorphic extension of the representation T of G to the complexification G C of G, whenever this holomorphic extension exists. In fact, it can be shown that in the situations under interest in this paper, this holomorphic extension exists [25, 27] . Then there exists the homomorphism χ 0 (χ),
where T denotes the torus T := {z ∈ C||z| = 1}.
For the homogeneous space M = G/H of cosets {gH}, let λ : G → G/H be the natural projection g → gH, and let o := λ(1), where 1 is the unit element of G. Choosing a section σ : G/H → G such that σ(o) = 1, every element g ∈ G can be written down as g =g(g)h(g), whereg(g) ∈ G/H and h(g) ∈ H. Then we have e g = e iα(h(g)) eg (g) , where e iα(h(g)) = χ 0 (h). Now we take into account that M also admits an embedding in G C /B. We choose a local system of coordinates parametrized by z g (denoted also simply z, where there is no possibility of confusion) on G C /B. Choosing a section G C /B → G C such that any element g ∈ G C can be written as g =g b b(g), whereg b ∈ G C /B, and b(g) ∈ B, we have e g = Λ(g)e zg , where Λ(g) = χ(b(g)) = e iα(h(g)) (e zg , e zg ) − 1 2 . Let us denote by m the vector space orthogonal to h of the Lie algebra g, i.e. we have the vector space decomposition g = h + m. Even more, it can be shown that the vector space decomposition g = h + m is Ad H-invariant. The homogeneous spaces M ∼ = G/H with this decomposition are called reductive spaces (cf. [29] ) and it can be proved that the CS-manifolds are reductive spaces (cf. [8] ). So, the tangent space to M at o can be identified with m. Recall that for CS-groups the CS-representations are highest weight representations and the vector e 0 is a primitive element of the generalized parabolic algebra b (cf. [28] ).
Let us denote X := dT (X), X ∈ U(g C ), where U denotes the universal enveloping algebra. Letg(g) = exp X,g(g) ∈ G/H, X ∈ m, eg (g) = exp(X)e 0 . Let us remember again Theorem XV.1.1 p. 646 in [28] . Note that [26] ). We can take instead of m ⊂ g the subspace m ′ ⊂ g C complementary tob, or the subspace of b complementary to h C . If we choose a local canonical system of coordinates {z α } with respect to the basis {X α } in m', then we can introduce the vectors
We get
and we prefer to choose local coordinates such that
Equations (3.1), (3.2) , and (3.3) define locally the coherent vector mapping
whereH denotes the Hilbert space conjugate to H. We call the vectors ez ∈H indexed by the points z ∈ M Perelomov's coherent state vectors.
The symmetric Fock space F H
We have considered homogeneous CS-manifolds M ∼ = G/H whose complex structure comes from the embedding i 1 : M ֒→ G C /B. We have chosen a section σ : G C /B → G C , and G C can be regarded as a complex analytic principal bundle
where χ is the continuous homomorphism of the isotropy subgroup B of G C in C * . The coherent states realize the space of holomorphic [12, 36] ).
by means of the character χ to the principal B-bundle (cf. [30]). The holomorphic line bundle is
The local trivialization of the line bundle L χ associates to every ψ ∈ H a holomorphic function f ψ on a open set in M ֒→ G C /B. Let the notation G S := G C \ S, where S is the set S := {g ∈ G C |α g = 0}, and α g := (e g , e 0 ). G S is a dense subset of G C . We
, where (e zg , e 0 ) = 0, and also the coherent state map ϕ :
, where the canonical coordinates
is the set of points of M for which the coherent state vectors are orthogonal to e 0 ∈ H, called polar divisor of the point z = 0 (cf. [5] ).
Supposing that the line bundle L χ is already very ample, F H is defined as the set of functions corresponding to sections such that
where dν M (z,z) is the invariant measure
, and dµ M (z,z) represents the Ginvariant Radon measure on M. It can be shown that the space of functions F H identified with
Note that eq. (4.1) is nothing else than the Parseval overcompletness identity [9] :
Let us now introduce the map
where we have identified the space H complex conjugate to H with the dual space H ⋆ of H. In fact, our supposition that L χ is already a very ample line bundle implies the validity of eq. (4.2) (cf. Theorem XII.5.6 p. 542 in [28] , Remark VIII.5 in [24] , and Theorem XII.5.14 p. 552 in [28] ).
It can be seen that the group-theoretic relation (4.2) on homogeneous manifolds fits into Rawnsley's global realization [33] of Berezin's coherent states on quantizable Kähler manifolds [9] .
It can be defined a function
Taking into account (4.3) and supposing that eq. (4.2) is true, it follows that the function K (4.4) is a reproducing kernel. We have: 
Proposition 1. Let (T, H) be a CS-representation and let us consider the Perelomov's CS-vectors defined in (3.1)-(3.3). Suppose that the line bundle L is very ample. Then
i) The function K : M × M → C, K(z, w) defined by equation (4.4) is a reproducing kernel. ii) Let F H be the space L 2,hol (M, L) endowed(ψ 1 , ψ 2 ) H ⋆ = (Φ(ψ 1 ), Φ(ψ 2 )) F H = (f ψ 1 , f ψ 2 ) F H = M f ψ 1 (z)f ψ 2 (z)dν M (z),(4.
Representations of coherent state Lie algebras by differential operators
We remember the definitions of the functions f ′ ψ and f ψ , which allow to write down
Recall that T (g).e 0 = e iα(g) eg = Λ(g)e zg where we have used the decompositions g = g.h,
(ez,ez) 1/2 . We can also write down another expression for multiplicative factor µ appearing in eq. (5.2) using the CS-vectors:
The following assertion is easily checked out: 5) and the cocycle verifies the relation * , g ∈ G, x, y ∈ M, then the action of G leaves the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H K ⊆ Hol(M, C) invariant and defines a continuous unitary representation (T K , H K ) on this space (cf. Prop. IV.1.9 p. 104 in [28] ).
Let us consider the triplet (G, T, H). Let H 0 := H ∞ , considered as a pre-Hilbert space, and let * is the adjoint of A). Let g be the Lie algebra of G and let us denote by S := U(g C ) the semigroup associated with the universal enveloping algebra equipped with the antilinear involution extending the antiautomorphism X → X * := −X of g C . The derived representation is defined as
Then dT is a hermitian representation of S on H 0 (cf. Neeb [28] 
, the a α -s being zero except a finite number. Summarizing, we have the following three objects which corresponds each to other:
We can see that
Proof. Let us consider an element in g C and his image in D M via the correspondence (5.8):
Remembering equation (5.2) and determining the derived representation, we get
Now we formulate the following assertion: Actually, we don't have a proof of this assertion for the general case of CS-groups. For the compact case, there exists the calculation of Dobaczewski [13] . For compact hermitian symmetric spaces it was shown [3] that degrees of the polynomials P and Q-s are ≤ 2 and similarly for the non-compact hermitian symmetric case [4] . Neeb [28] gives a proof of this Remark for CS-representations for the (unimodular) Harish-Chandra type groups. If G is an admissible Lie group such that the universal complexification G → G C is injective and G C is simply connected, then G is of Harish-Chandra type (cf. Proposition V.3 in [24] We use standard notation referring to Lie algebras of a complex semisimple Lie group G [37] . In this case ∆ ≡ ∆ s , i.e. ∆ r = {∅}, i.e. all roots are semisimple. g -complex semisimple Lie algebra t ⊂ g -Cartan subalgebra 
Let G be a homogeneous compact Kähler manifold. Then the projective space orbit of an extreme weight vector is an irreducible finite representation of
For symmetric spaces K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. Hermitian symmetric spaces correspond to centerless semisimple Lie groups, which verify the condition z g (z(k)) = k of Definition VII.2.15 p. 241 in [28] ) of quasihermitian groups, and p u Φ is abelian.
We also need the commutation relations in the Cartan-Weyl basis [17] 
As a consequence, we have also the commutation relations: 
homogeneous Kähler orbit if and only if it is hermitian, and such a manifold is of the form G/Z G(S) , where Z G(S) is the centralizer of a torus S ⊂ G; moreover, it is a holomorphic fiber bundle over the Hermitian symmetric space G/K, where K is a maximal compact subgroup of G, with (compact) flag manifolds K/Z G(S) as fibers.
Let us consider again the triplet (G, π, H) where (G, π) is a CS-representation. Then this representation can be realized as an extreme weight representation. For linear connected reductive groups with Z K (z) = k, where z denotes the center of the Lie algebra k of K, the effective representation is furnished by the Harish-Chandra theorem (cf. e.g. [19] , p. 158). The theorem furnishes the holomorphic discrete series for the non-compact case, and for the compact case it is equivalent with the Borel-Weil theorem ( [34] ; also cf. [19] , p. 143).
In accord with the procedure of §3 for getting Perelomov's CS-vectors, we start with e g,0 . Then we consider for a everywhere dense subset G 0 ⊂ G the Gauss decomposition
If we restrict ourself to the complex semisimple Lie groups, then, in the notation of the §6.1, eq. (6.3) reads
where (z α , v i , ξ α , y α ) are local coordinates for G.
If the extreme weight j (here minimal) of the representation has the components j = (j 1 , · · · , j r ), where r is the rank of the Cartan algebra, then
Perelomov's CS-vectors are e z,j = exp( 6) where z α are local coordinates for the coordinate neighborhood
For hermitian symmetric spaces it was proved in [5] that Σ 0 = CL 0 , where CL 0 is the cut locus relative to the origin 0 ∈ M.
Differential operators on semisimple Lie group orbits
We start introducing the notation
and then ∂ α (Z) = E α , where ∂ α := ∂ ∂zα , α ∈ ∆ + . We remember the definition of the Bernoulli numbers B i (see e.g. [1] ):
c n x n ; (6.7)
The following lemma is needed: Lemma 1. Let the relation:
Then the constants c k of eq. (6.10) 
verifies the definition (6.7).
We need also another formula similar to (6.10).
Lemma 2. Let the constants d k be defined by the relation:
Then the constants c and d are related by
Now we recall the main results established in [6] :
where P λ and Q λ,β are polynomials in z.
14)
where the coefficients c k , related to the Bernoulli numbers by eq. (6.8) , are introduced by eq. (6.10) . The polynomials p kαβ , k ∈ N, α ∈ ∆ + are given by the equation:
where 16) and n αβ , α, β ∈ ∆ + are the structure constants of eq. (6.1), and for k = 0 the sum (6.14) is just ∂ α . The expression (6.14) can be put also into a form in which the Bernoulli numbers are explicit:
The degree of the polynomial p has the property: degree p kαβ ≤ ν; p kαβ as a function of z contains only even powers. The table below contains the values of ν.
Degree ν for simple Lie algebras
b) The differential action of the generators of the Cartan algebra is: 20) where the coefficients d are expressed through the coefficients c by eq. (6.12) . The expression of the polynomials q γδ , γ ∈ ∆ − , δ ∈ ∆ + is
In the case of Hermitian symmetric cases eq. (6.14) becomes simply:
while eq. (6.20) becomes
The main ingredient in the proof [6] of Theorem 1 is the formula:
i.e.
where
Due to the correspondence (5.8), the operator of the left hand side of eq. (6.24) corresponds to the differential action on F H , and e Z Xe −Z ; −X .
6.4
An example:
In this section we follow closely [20] for the example of the compact non-symmetric
The commutation relations of the generators are:
Let us consider the following parametrizations useful for the Gauss decomposition and also in the definition of the coherent states for the manifold M:
Let us denote by the same letter C ij the n × n-matrix having all elements 0 except at the intersection of the line i with the column j, that is C ij = (δ ai δ bj ) 1≤a,b≤n ; here n = 3. Then: 
Now φ w is chosen as maximal weight vector corresponding to the weight w = (w 1 , w 2 , w 3 ) such that j 1 = ω 1 − ω 2 ≥ 0, j 2 = ω 2 − ω 3 ≥ 0 and the lowering operators are C ij , i > j, and C ii generates the Cartan algebra, i.e. the reproducing kernel which determines the scalar product (ez, ez) has the expression:
In particular, it is observed that for
In order to compare with the scalar product for coherent states on
we remember that in the case of the Grassmannian we have used in [3, 4] a weight which here corresponds to w 1 = 1, w 2 = w 3 = 0 and then on CP 2 the reproducing kernel is just K(ZZ + ) = ∆ 1 . The calculation which has as result Lemma 3 (cf. [6] ) does not use the value of the reproducing kernel and is an algebraic one.
Lemma 3. The differential operators C ij associated to the generators C ij are given by the formulas:
We have underlined the apparition of a third-degree polynomial multiplying the partial derivative of C 31 . Note also the relation C 11 + C 22 + C 33 = w 1 + w 2 + w 3
Equations of motion
Let (M ≈ G/H, ω) be a quantizable homogeneous Kähler manifold. Let us consider the triplet (L, h, ∇), where L is a G-homogeneous holomorphic positive line bundle, h the hermitian metric and ∇ the connection compatible with the complex structure. The quantization condition reads:
where Θ L is the curvature matrix of L and c 1 is first Chern class. Here the hermitian metric is given by h(z, z) = (ez, ez) 2) while the Kähler potential is K(z) = − log h(z) = log(ez, ez). The Kähler two-form is
If H ∈ g and the corresponding element in A M is H, then the energy function (covariant symbol) attached to H is
The homogeneous quantizable Kähler manifolds M ≈ G/H for which the group G verify some obstructions which for semisimple Lie groups are H 1 (g) = H 2 (g) = {0} can be organized as elementary Hamiltonian G-spaces [15] . Passing on from the dynamical system problem in the Hilbert space H to the corresponding one on M is called sometimes dequantization, and the system on M is a classical one. Following Berezin [10] , the motion on the classical phase space can be described by the local equation of motionż
In eq. (7.6) {·, ·} denotes the Poisson bracket:
The equations of motion (7.6) can be written down as
We consider algebraic Hamiltonian linear in the generators of the group
If we take into account eq. (5.10), then the equations of motion (7.6) are (cf. [3, 4] )
For linear Hamiltonians (7.8), we look for the solution of the Schrödinger equation (7.10) Hψ = iψ (7.10) via Perelomov's coherent state vectors:
It can be proved (cf. [3, 4] 
of the dynamical and Berry phase.
Explicit examples of equations of motions
The first two examples presented below are pedagogical. The case of the Grassamnn manifold and its non-compact dual are taken from [3, 4] . The last example is derived as application of the expressions of the differential operators presented in §6.4.
The oscillator Group
The canonical commutation relations of the creation and annihilation operators are
The Perelomov's coherent state vectors (Glauber's coherent states) are
The differential operators are G λ,µ = P λ,µ + Q λ,µ;β ∂ β , where P λ,µ = 0; Q λ,µ;β = z µ δ β,λ .
The linear Hamiltonian
The generators verify the commutation relations 
2)
The change of sign for the Riemann sphere and his non-compact dual as in equations (8.1) and (8.2) take place also in the case of the Grassmann manifold.
8.3
The complex Grassmannian G n (C m+n )
The complex Grassmann manifold is G n (C m+n ) ≈ SU(n + m)/S((U(n) × U(m)). The non-compact dual of the complex Grassmann manifold is SU(n, m)/S((U(n) × U(m)).
The differential operators on G n (C m+n ) ("Slater determinant manifold") are (cf. 
where the subindex c (n) corresponds to the compact (resp., non-compact) case. The dimension of the matrices X, Y, Z, ǫ 0 1 , ǫ 0 2 , ǫ + , ǫ − are, respectively: m×n, n×n, m×n, m× m, n × n, m × n, and n × m.
8.4
SU ( (1)), the equations of motion (7.9) are missing and we get in the equation of motion (8.6) only the first two equations. In the parametrization with z the flag structure of SU(3)/S(U(1)) × U(1) × U(1)) is reflected in the decoupling of the first two equations of motion of the third.
